Due to the greater viscosity and density of water compared to air, the maximum speed of underwater travel is severely limited compared to other methods of transportation. However, a technology called supercavitation -which uses a disk-shaped cavitator to envelop a vehicle in a bubble of steam -promises to greatly decrease skin friction drag. While a large cavitator enables the occurrence of supercavitation at low velocities, it adds substantial unnecessary drag at higher speeds. Based on CFD results, a relationship between cavitator diameter and cavitation number is developed, and it is substituted into an existing equation relating drag coefficient to cavitation number. The final relationship predicts drag from cavitator radius fairly well, with an absolute error less than 5.4% at a cavitator radius above 14.14mm and as low as 1.3% at the maximum tested radius of 22.5mm.
A Numerical Analysis of Natural Supercavitation

Background
In outer space, the Apollo 10 capsule hit a peak speed of 24,790 mph. Within Earth's atmosphere, the X-15A-2 jet set the airspeed record of 4,520 mph. On land, the ThrustSSC jet car reached 763 mph. Even on the water, the Spirit of Australia set a record of 318 mph. Underwater, though, rumors suggest that the top speed ever reached by a manned craft (while its true value is classified) is just over 50 mph. This disparity is largely due to the properties of water. At 20°C, its dynamic viscosity is nearly two orders of magnitude greater than air's, leading to correspondingly greater skin friction drag.
Consequently, any method to reduce skin drag would have significant implications on the speed and efficiency of underwater travel.
In the 1960s, the Soviet Union began research into a technology called supercavitation, which they began applying to a high-speed torpedo. While cavitation is typically avoided, supercavitation leverages the phenomenon to reduce drag.
Supercavitation consists of the use of a sharp-edged shape at the front of the vehicle (such as a flat disk; this is known as the cavitator) to reduce the static pressure of the water as it flows past. If the velocity is high enough, the local water pressure will drop below the vapor pressure and cause the water to boil. Because of the motion of the vehicle, the steam produced by the cavitator will extend backwards and (again, only if the vehicle is traveling fast enough) envelop the vehicle with a bubble of steam referred to as a supercavity. Since the viscosity of steam is around two orders of magnitude less than the viscosity of liquid water, this allows a high rate of shear with much less frictional drag force. However, a large-diameter cavitator is necessary to generate a supercavity of steam, and pushing a large bluff body through water at a high rate creates substantial pressure drag.
To date, supercavitation has only been implemented on small objects such as torpedoes and projectiles, partially because increasing the size of the supercavitating object greatly increases the propulsive power required. To achieve the ultimate application-a supercavitating submarine-supercavitation must be made more efficient. This can be accomplished by ventilating the supercavity with non-condensable gas, designing a more effective cavitator (or utilizing multiple cavitators over the length of the vehicle), or even heating the cavitator to increase the saturation pressure.
Cavitation Number
Supercavitation is often analyzed with a dimensionless constant called the cavitation number σ, which is defined as:
where 0 , 0 , and 0 are the static pressure, density, and velocity of the free stream, and is the static pressure inside the cavity. The cavitation number in a supercavitating flow is typically less than 0.1, the values measured in this study are mostly in the range of 0.02 < < 0.05. While it is hard to compare different geometries with geometric parameters, cavitation number can be used to compare different supercavitating geometries and setups, and empirical relationships are typically found with cavitation number as the independent variable. For example, the behavior of the closure area of a supercavity is a function of the product of the Froude number and the cavitation number. (Skidmore, Brungart, Lindau, & Moeny, 2016) . Furthermore, an empirical relationship has been found giving drag coefficient as a function of cavitation number (May, 1975) .
Natural Supercavitation
Natural supercavitation uses an unaided cavitator to generate the supercavity.
While simpler than other alternatives, natural supercavitation causes a large amount of pressure drag due to the large cavitator required. This can be worthwhile in certain cases where simplicity is key, such as supercavitating ammunition, but larger applications require less drag.
Ventilated Supercavitation
Ventilated supercavitation uses a cavitator like natural supercavitation, but it makes one addition. An inert gas such as compressed air or carbon dioxide is injected into the supercavity through nozzles on the cavitator. The addition of a gas decreases the partial pressure of the water vapor, which allows the cavity to be sustained at a lower cavitation number (i.e. a higher cavity pressure). The important consequence is that ventilation allows a stable supercavity to form with the use of a smaller cavitator, which greatly decreases pressure drag. This technique has been exploited in Russia's VA-111
Shkval (Squall) torpedo, which is able to travel underwater at over 230 mph.
Geometry
The test subject used in this study was based loosely on the VA-111 Shvkal, The geometry of its nose section is shown in Figure 1 . This study varies the radius of the cavitator (depicted as r in the inset) as its independent variable.
Meshing
Meshing was performed using ANSYS Workbench 18.2's build-in meshing tool.
Most of the default mesh settings were kept, but a few options were changed to refine the mesh. Relevance (a parameter used by ANSYS to control mesh fineness) was set to its maximum value (100) and relevance center to "fine" (relevance center works in conjunction with relevance to control fineness), although the refinement imposed by sizing controls likely made this irrelevant.
r Figure 1 . Supercavitating underwater vehicle geometry. Inset shows cavitator head with parameter of study, r. Dimensions in mm.
specified a fixed element edge size along its surface. The value of this parameter was optimized in the mesh independence study. The global maximum face size was defined according to the following equation:
where is the value of the face sizing parameter in mm, is the sizing ratio coefficient, and is the value of the edge sizing parameter in mm. Furthermore, target skewness was decreased from the default value of 0.9 to 0.5, and smoothing was increased from "medium" to "high." These settings added an insignificant amount to the meshing time (compared to the overall simulation time), and a subjective visual analysis indicated they increased mesh quality.
Lastly, an inflation was added to the entire surface of the torpedo. As shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , an inflation layer transforms a layer of cells along a surface into progressively-smaller rectangular cells, which allows the simulation to better resolve the boundary layer.
Mesh Independence Study
After setting up the framework of the simulation, it was necessary to determine the mesh resolution required to accurately model the effects at play. Initially, this was done by varying only the edge sizing on the torpedo's body, but it was found that the consisted of every permutation of the two parameters listed in Table 1 . An additional two simulations used edge sizing values of 0.354mm and 0.25mm, both at a size ratio of 15.
The permutations are listed in Appendix A. Table 1 Mesh independence study parameters.
Parameter 1 
Courant Number
In time-dependent computational flows, the Courant number is an important dimensionless parameter. The Courant number is defined as:
where u is the magnitude of the velocity, Δ is the time step, and Δ is the grid spacing (approximately the edge length of a cell in the mesh). It is important that C ≤ 1; if the single time step, which can reduce accuracy or cause a simulation to diverge.
Based on this requirement, the time step was set to aim for C = ½. The following equation was used to attempt to achieve this value of Courant number:
where is the value of the edge sizing parameter ( ≈ Δ ), and is the prescribed inlet velocity. An inspection of a contour plot of Courant number revealed that this condition successfully resulted in C ≈ ½ along the surface of the torpedo, although a few cells at the edge of the cavitator had a Courant number of 3 to 4 due to the higher local velocity. While undesirable, this did not negatively affect the simulation's stability.
Y-Plus Value
Another important value to consider in CFD is the dimensionless wall distance,
The + value is defined as:
where is the wall shear stress, is the fluid density at the wall, is the absolute distance to the nearest wall, and is the local kinematic viscosity of the fluid (Schlichting & Gersten, 2001 ). The + value indicates how well-resolved a boundary layer is. As a general guideline, it is suggested to keep + in the range of 30 < + < 300. If + is too small, over-resolution of the boundary layer can interfere with the turbulence model's wall function. On the other hand, if + is too large, important detail will be lost. As with the Courant number, the high velocity over the leading edge of the cavitator initially resulted in large + values; the + was reduced by adding the previously-mentioned inflation layer to the mesh. However, it was observed that reducing the + value tends to increase the Courant number, so a balance had to be struck between the two.
Error Analysis
Once 
Steam Fraction Mesh Independence
The absolute error was then calculated for each parameter at each design point.
Error = � parameter value mesh-independent parameter value − 1� (6)
Even the finest mesh tested, with over 500,000 elements, showed errors of a few percent in the output parameters, indicating failure to reach a truly mesh-independent simulation.
However, computational limitations prevented the use of larger meshes, so the data were analyzed to find the best compromise between performance and accuracy.
The AVERAGEIF function was used to find the average mesh size and the average absolute error of each parameter for each body sizing and size ratio value. These data are shown in Table 2 . Note in Appendix A that the two smallest torpedo body mesh sizes each only corresponded to a size ratio of 15, and those were the only design points that used the size ratio of 15, so those rows in Table 2 should not be expected to follow trends seen in other values.
Additionally, the error in each parameter versus the mesh element count was plotted to visually compare the mesh sizes. Because two mesh parameters were being varied, these data were not as smooth as one might expect, but they were helpful in looking for outliers. A regression line was added to each plot, which allowed quick judgment of whether a mesh was more efficient or less efficient based on whether it fell above or below the line. In can be seen in Figure 7 through Figure 9 that the chosen parameters achieved a good compromise between mesh size and error. While several other points appear promising, some meshes introduced significant performance issues. Steam Fraction Error mesh size and accuracy was presented by a body sizing of 0.5mm and a size ratio of 14.14, which was rounded to 15 for final simulations.
Time step Independence Study
Once the mesh independence study was complete, it was necessary to conduct a time step independence study. Up until this point, the time step had been set as defined in Equation 4 to achieve a Courant number of 0.5 on the torpedo's surface (which should be the location of the smallest cells). An additional study with identical parameters was performed, except the time step was doubled. As shown in Table 3 , the difference between the two time steps was negligible, indicating that either condition was sufficient for time step independence. To make the most of limited computational resources, the study was modelled axisymetrically using a 2-dimensional mesh, resulting in far fewer elements than a corresponding 3D mesh. One limitation of the axisymmetric model is that it neglects the effects of buoyancy, but this was determined to be unimportant. In studies of supercavitation, the Froude number is often used to determine the importance of buoyancy. The Froude number is defined as:
where 0 is the free stream velocity, 0 is the gravitational acceleration, and 0 is the characteristic length. Data suggest that buoyant effects become insignificant as the Froude number increases above approximately 20 (Ahn, et al., 2017) . In this case, the Froude number was calculated to be 23.9, so the effects of buoyancy were determined to be insubstantial enough to ignore.
Computational Models
Cavitation was modeled with the VoF (Volume of Fluid) multiphase model. The
Standard K-Epsilon turbulence model was used, and the scalable wall function was chosen to allow use of high-density meshes without error.
Boundary Conditions
The left edge of the domain was designated as a velocity inlet with a velocity of 75 m/s, and the right edge was set as a pressure outlet at a relative pressure of 0 atm. The implication of zero relative pressure is that the supercavitating vehicle is traveling arbitrarily close to the water's surface. Realistically, a supercavitating vehicle would travel at least several feet under the water, so the results of this study indicate a bounding value of the largest supercavity size. The bottom edge of the domain was set as an axis of symmetry, and the top edge was left a standard stationary wall.
Convergence Criteria
Simulation convergence was set to be automatically determined in Fluent. The continuity residual convergence criterion was decreased from its default value to 10 −5 .
Additionally, convergence criteria were added to determine overall simulation convergence after a sufficient number of time steps. These criteria were added on all three output parameters -drag force, steam volume fraction, and cavitation number.
Cavitation number and drag force were both given a stop criterion of 5 * 10 −4 , and steam volume fraction was given a stop criterion of 10 −5 . These criteria put limits on the maximum proportional variation of each parameter from time step to time step before convergence is achieved. Additionally, each was set to use ten time steps, which ensures that each parameter is stable for at least that many steps. Trial and error revealed that evaluating parameters at multiple time steps was crucial, as using only a single time step could lead to a false indication of convergence due to a random momentary stabilization in output parameters. Lastly, the cavitation number criterion was set to ignore the first one thousand time steps to prevent convergence from occurring prematurely. This meant that after one thousand time steps had passed, the simulation would complete once each of the three parameters was found to vary less than a proportion of 10 −5 over 10 time steps.
Fluent User-Defined Function
While running early simulations, it was observed that drag force and the cavitation number both converged to their final value quite quickly, but the steam volume fraction continued to change for much longer. Inspection of a contour plot of the steam volume fraction as the study ran revealed that these changes were largely due to minor variations in steam distribution behind the rear of the torpedo; drag force and cavitation number were steady because the supercavity had already formed. Fluent's variable timestepping was evaluated, but significant improvement in simulation time was not observed. Instead, a user-defined function (UDF) defining Fluent's DEFINE_DELTAT function was written, which allowed fine-grained control over the time step. The initial UDF was rudimentary: as flow time increased, it would incrementally increase the time step. This solution was far from optimal, though. In general, it tended to decrease computation time, but in certain cases which required a long time to settle (such as cases with a large cavitator disk and a high inlet velocity), it would increase simulation time tremendously or even cause the simulation to diverge. To circumvent this, a new UDF was written that intelligently adjusted the time step. It was programmed to dynamically adjust the time step in pursuit of twenty iterations per time step. It would increase the time step if the iterations per time step were significantly less than 20 and decrease the time step if the iterations per time step were significantly greater than 20. However, since this is a purely proportional control, a positive feedback loop would cause undesirable oscillations. Ultimately, these would crash Fluent as the time step approached zero on the low end.
In attempt to find a happy medium, aspects of the two UDFs were combined, creating one that would increment the time step like the first UDF, but only if the number of iterations per time step were significantly less than 20. (It would not decrease the time step.) While this UDF did not crash Fluent and appeared to reduce simulation time, it produced results significantly different than simulations run with a fixed time step, so the use of a UDF was ultimately abandoned. Future studies might explore a similar UDF that reverted to the original time step as the study appeared to near convergence. 
Simulation Data
In the final simulations, a body sizing of 1mm and mesh size ratio of 15 were used, as previously mentioned. The inlet velocity remained 75 m/s, and the cavitator radius was varied from 5mm to 22.5mm as shown in Table 4 . The resulting data yielded the chart shown in Figure 12 . 
Results and Analysis
Knowledge of supercavitation results in the conclusion that cavitation number should not increase with decreasing cavitator radius as suggested by the leftmost datapoint. Because the simulation would diverge with radii any lower than 5mm, and the 5mm datapoint clearly violated the trend, it was discarded, and the data reanalyzed, as shown in Figure 13 .
In attempt to model the simulation data, a polynomial trendline was fit to the data in Excel. As shown in Figure 13 , the second-degree trendline appears to represent the trend well and exhibits an appealing R 2 value of 0.9975. However, the trendline violates the behavior expected in which cavitation number decreases as it approaches the ordinate axis. Existing literature gives the relationship (May, 1975 ):
where CD is the drag coefficient. In fluid mechanics, drag force is commonly defined according to the following equation:
where A is the frontal area of the object, ρ is the fluid density, and u0 is the free stream 
At lower values, the final relationship does not agree with data taken. At the smallest cavitator diameter tested, Equation 12 underestimates drag force by 84.9% compared to the simulated value. As cavitator diameter increases, though, the error sharply decreases. By r = 14.14mm, the error is just -5.4%, and at r = 22.5mm it is just -1.3%. It is conjectured that partial supercavitation does not follow the trend found by May but that it is an accurate representation once the supercavity envelops the vehicle. 
Conclusions
The final relationship between cavitator radius and drag force shows inaccuracy at lower radii, but its relatively low error in the full supercavitation regime is surprising given the suboptimal meshes used for this study. Since the primary obstacle was lack of computational resources, a more accurate relationship could be found if these simulations were repeated with higher-quality meshes.
As it stands, the discovered relationship could serve as a useful tool to predict cavitation number and drag coefficient of a torpedo-style vehicle with a disk cavitator operating in natural supercavitation.
Further avenues of research could include examining a broader range of cavitator radii, performing simulations at varying inlet velocities, and performing a control simulation without a cavitator. Additionally, further analysis could explore the origins of the discovered empirical relationship, and perhaps even find an analytical relationship. 
